
                                     

Instructions for Use – USB ExamCam Model 2.0  

Plug into Computer 

The USB ExamCam - Model 2.0 is a USB 2.0 Plug and Play device 

that will be recognized by almost any PC, Laptop or other device with 

USB ports. It may be used with both Windows and MAC computers, 

Chromebooks and most tablets with USB ports. 

In the event the USB ExamCam - Model 2.0 is not 

immediately recognized by your computer, leave it plugged in to the 

USB port and reboot your device. Sometimes USB ports can be finicky 

on some computers and a restart will almost always clear any 

problems. 

Select ExamCam as Primary Camera in VC Platform 

In the telemedicine setting, the USB ExamCam - Model 2.0 will usually be used in a 

video call between physician and patient site. To use the camera in a video call, all that 

is necessary is for the nurse, technician or presenter managing the videoconference 

software to do is go into the video conference platform settings and select the camera 

when it is time for the patient examination. When the examination is completed, simply 

switch back to the main video conference camera with no break in the call. 

The USB ExamCam - Model 2.0 uses the driver of the Logitech C-920 Webcam so 

when you need to select the camera for an examination, you will need to select Logitech 

C-920 in your settings. If you happen to be using a Logitech C-920 webcam as your 

main video conference camera, you will see it listed twice in the selection settings. In 

this case, simply select the other one that is not checked and you will see the output 

from the USB ExamCam – Model 2.0 which will also be transmitted to the remote end of 

the call. 

Camera Lighting 

Lighting is provided for patient exams with an LED light ring permanently attached 

to the camera assembly. The light turns on automatically when the cable is 

plugged into a USB port. The light is always on but if you wish to use the camera 

without the lighting, you can just unplug the light ring USB connector from the 

USB 2-port adapter where it plugs into the computer. 



Use of the light may not be necessary in all exam settings due to the excellent low light 

handling of the camera. In conditions of good ambient room light, the LED light may not 

be necessary. 

Use with Tongue Depressor 

The USB ExamCam Model 2.0 is fitted with a “Say 

Ahh” rubber band that can be fit around the light ring 

which is designed to accept a tongue depressor for in-

mouth/throat examinations. Simply insert the tongue 

depressor between the band and the light ring on the 

underside of the light ring to look in the throat. 

Tweaking Focus, Zoom and Video Settings – Picture Snap / Video Recording 

The USB ExamCam – Model 2.0 is ready to use out of the box and requires no software 

or adjustments to work perfectly as a general examination camera. If, however, there is 

a need to experiment with camera settings, take pictures or record video clips, software 

available from Logitech will work with this camera. Logitech Webcam Software (lws280) 

version 2.80.853.0a https://download.cnet.com/Logitech-Webcam-Software-for-Windows-

10/3000-2348_4-77592932.html is available as a no charge download. Or simply go to 

the Logitech Support site, select your Operating System version and then download and 

install the Logitech Webcam Software. 

 

Using this software, you will be able to adjust parameters such as focus, zoom, 

backlighting compensation, gain, exposure, brightness, color saturation, etc. In addition, 

the software has snapshot, video recording and video recording with audio features. 

This may be very helpful in some special use situations. 

Options 

An optional attachment for use of the camera as an Otoscope or for 

intra-nasal viewing is available for purchase. With this attachment, a 

free Chrome browser accessible App is available for local viewing and 

adjustment of settings for zoom, focus and brightness. See document: 

MobilDrTech USB ExamCam – Model 2.0 Application - Note #1 – 

Otoscope Speculum 
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